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Introduction
Non-effectively earthed system is widely used in the neutral point of power distribution network (including not grounding, the arc extinction coil grounding and the high resistance grounding). In order to reduce the rate of trip to improve the continuity of power supply, for voltage grade under 35 kV, the neutral point generally use the way of non-grounded.
When the non-effectively earthed system appears one-phase earth fault, the line voltage of three-phase is symmetrical, which uninfluenced load power supply. It is unnecessary to trip immediately. Regulations sets that the system can continue to run 1-2 hours, but at this time, the voltage to ground of the no fault phase is increased and its ground capacitance current also increases accordingly. Both of theses will make the no fault phase line appear disruption for its weak insulation, then causing two-phase earth short-circuit [1, 3] .
Some existing comprehensive fault line selection methods are based on the weight coefficient to realize line detection [4] . Owing to transient affected by external factors especially fault phase-angle and earth resistance even greatly, the system will much more likely result in tiny error accumulation, then may choose false line easily. Based on the analysis of the present line detection methods, this paper use appropriate line detection criterion， according to the range of relative intensity of transient signal，select fault line.
Relative Intensity of Transient Signal
When one-phase ground fault occurs, steady current is weak and transient signal is not stable both because of the influence of random factors. So it is put forward that the relative intensity of the transient signal. The concept defined as: for any line, calculating the sum of absolute value about transient zero sequence current signal in T/2 after fault, then accumulative them, marked
k i is the point of k 's zero sequence current value, N is cycle sampling point count.
And then calculate the sum of absolute value about steady state between T to 3T/2, then accumulative them as Q will be set by the simulation data as below.
The Theory of Fault Line Selection

HHT (Hilbert-Huang transform) detection theory
Dealing with the nonlinear and non-stationary signal, HHT transform has the clear physical significance, it can reflect the mutation of sensitive signal and especially in the high frequency place has the very high time-frequency resolution. The detection principle of detection process as follows:
Through EMD method to decompose the each T/2 transient zero sequence current, which is before and after fault, obtain a series of IMF component, select the highest frequency IMF. Because of the highest frequency IMF reflects main change trend of transient information of fault， Therefore, in actual computation, we can directly calculate the diff (IMF1) [5, 6] .
Steady-state Zero Sequence Current Method
When fault voltage phase angle is much bigger, the frequency distribution range of transient information components will be wider and richer. The zero sequence current steady-state is stabile now, select the sum of the second cycle each line absolute value of zero sequence current after fault. 
In the equations, m i = . If one-phase ground fault occurs and it satisfies the equation A B = , the fault line can be selected.
Comprehensive Line Selection Theory
Steps table 1and table 2 .
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Mechatronics and Applied Mechanics , signal mixed and disorderly at 0.01s, the polarity of fault line and sound line cannot tell for their polarity is dimness. Even when the fault phase Angle is bigger, the transient process may lasts longer, the frequency range distribution is wider, prone to appear modal aliasing phenomenon as shown in Fig.3 : line polarity in chaos at 0.01 s, it is not easy to select. After a lot of simulation experiments, it is found that > , use the steady-state zero-sequence current method, the results shown in Table 2 . See from the Table 2 , if the sum of a line zero-sequence current absolute value is equal to the sum of all the other lines' zero-sequence current, the line is the fault line, otherwise bus fault. Five cases listed in Table 2 , all these selections are successful.
Conclusions
Firstly, this article based on the range of transient signal strength to determine whether using the HHT singularity detection method or steady-state zero-sequence current method, with some flexibility and pertinence, and the HHT detection method is a method rise in recent years that decompose nonlinear and non-stationary signal. Compared with wavelet analysis, HHT eliminates the need for the selection of basis functions. This comprehensive line selection method takes full use of the temporary and steady-state information, make up for the shortage of single line selection method. Finally, simulation results also proved that this comprehensive line selection method within accuracy and feasibility.
